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A. Poshyananda:

Roundtable Discussion

I agree. There are more de-centered

centers in Asia now and many exciting things are going on
almost every year. There is almost a kind of cultural industry,
where there is supply and demand and artists have many

Looking Back at
Asian Contemporary Art during the 1990s

choices. I feel that regional exhibitions could be very enriching
and they offer alternative arenas and stages for up-andcoming artists, not having to rely on those outside the region .
A. Tatehata: Mr. Elliott, as a person from Europe who has

An International Exhibition Boom in Asia

long focused on Asia, how do you see this boom in

Tatehata Akira: Today, I have asked you to join me in looking

international exhibitions in the Asian region?

back at the 1990s and discussing the situation surrounding
Asian contemporary art which has changed dramatically in the

David Elliott: I think it has been a very important part of a

past ten years . Not only the artworks, but also the institutional

process by which Asian art has foregrounded itself , or has

support through exhibitions and art museums has progressed

been foregrounded within the region. For instance , this really

rapidly. For example , international exhibitions , such as the

has not happened in Africa . I think art in Asia has evolved over

Asia-Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art in Brisbane,

the past nine or ten years in such a way that not only has the

Australia, the Taipei Biennale in Taiwan , and the Kwangju

art itself changed but also the way it isdisplayed has changed.

Biennale in Korea, have emerged in the region during this

It is much more sophisticated. No longer are people showing

time. The Japanese organizers have continued to be active on

something that is new that has been taken from outside and

the scene; the First Fukuoka Asian Art Triennale was held for

put down as a new presentation. But rather this is part of a

the inauguration of the new Fukuoka Asian Art Museum and,

process and commitment to show that work. And that's quite

furthermore , new activities are planned plan, such as the

important , it's a commitment that didn't really exist before.

Yokohama Triennale due to open in 2001. But it is obvious that
the activities outside Japan have been more dynamic. I would

A. Poshyananda: Well, like many things in life, it comes in a

be interested in hearing your views on this sudden rush of

package . Artists don't have to rely on only going to Japan

international exhibitions.

because they have the choice of being able to go to Taipei or

Dr. Poshyananda, when the Asia Center held its first

Kwangju . But these biennales are also giants in themselves.

symposium on Asian contemporary art in 1994, you were

Going back to my idea of entertainment centers , they attract

rather alarmed by the fact that the Japanese were taking the

an audience that buys tickets to see the exotic objects. The

initiative in introducing Asian art in the region. What is your

infrastructure of these exhibitions is in a package , and art and

comment on the changes that have occurred since then?

artists only come as part of it. Sometimes the artists and the
artwork are selected because they have been preconditioned.

Apinan Poshyanan da: I thought that in those days there was

They are chosen because they have entertainment value. I

not enough or hardly any mutual understanding between the

pointed out that there are now some dangers or some serious

Japanese and others in Asia regarding the process of

considerations that need to be taken in the way some artists

selection, or the role that Japanese curators were exploring, or

change their styles or do certain artworks in order to comply

the method for working as counterparts in Southeast Asia.

with curatorial needs.

When I came at that time , I had seen many exhibitions initiated
by Japanese curators in which their Southeast Asian

A. Tatehata: I agree that sometimes I see works which I think

neighbors became Japan's

have been influenced by the trend in the international

"other" and they went over and

did what they wanted to do, and took back and selected

exhibitions. For example , in Asian contemporary art,

whatever worked for the Japanese audience. Control was

installation perhaps emerged because they are now the

always initiated by Japanese choice. So, I just thought that it

mainstream in international exhibitions and they are cheap in

had to be understood a little better that we do have a voice and

terms of material cost, easy to ship, and also easy to build.

that we do have our own curatorial rationale .

think international exhibitions have a lot to do with how

Things have changed quite a bit since then. Looking back

installations have become part of Asian contemporary art.

at those years, there has been a lot more mutual understanding
and rapport in co-curatorship.

A. Poshyananda: Another problem is that even if the
selection is done by co-curatorship, the organizers and the

A. Tate hata: I think that the Japanese presence on the scene

hosts have control in the decision-making and the actual

has comparatively become less prominent as the activities

selection of the artwork. The artists who are chosen from say

outside of Japan have become more vigorous.

Southeast Asian or South Asian countries are sometimes used
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as vehic les to fit into certain master plans that they don't know

"Inside Out" was also organized by the Asia Society . It

about. Because of a lot of these exhibitions don't travel back

showed contemporary art from mainland China , Hong Kong

to those Southeast Asian countries , only those who attend

and Taiwan. This exhibition opened in New York and traveled

really know what is going on. There is a lopsidedness in the

to various venues in the States. Now it is showing in Mexico .

process .

"Inside Out" has not been selected with the same curatorial

So from that point of view , we have to be aware of the

rationale as a biennale. It is more like a reflection in a historical

dangers of hegemony again because now we know that

sense , so there may be no newness , but it gives a sense of

information is the best tool , and knowledge the best form of

where the Chinese are today through looking back at what has

power. Japan has accumulated a lot of information regarding

been developing for the past ten years. I think it has contributed

contemporary Asian art . The next country that I see that has

to showing the "other" to the American audiences.

been sending their curators to this region is Australia . I don't

"Traditions/Tensions"

see Taiwanese or Korean curators traveling to these regions.

many questions regarding the choice of the countries . Why

has had its own problems; there were

So from that point of view , those curators who don't travel rely

only five countries? Why not show China and Japan? The

on secondary resources. Nevertheless , I think that

intention was to show the audience that there are other artists

international exhibitions are useful and could be very

from Asia other than Japan , China and Korea. So we fall into

enriching , so the more these happen , the more choices there

the same trap again as what Mr. Elliott was saying earlier

are .

about the Chinese spotlight , to give Chinese art the spotlight in
Venice and a lot of viewers might say "this is Asia ." This

Asia n Conte mporary Art in Europe and the United States

preconception of what is Asia has really got to be changed .

A. Tateh ata: At the Venice Biennale, Harald Szeemann' s
cu ration for the Aperto and his selection of more than twenty

Deve loping a Discourse on As ian Cont empo rary Art

Chinese artists attracted much attention. Did this reflect

A. Poshyananda : One of the reasons that the West looks at

Europe's view or demand for Asian contemporary art? Do

Asia in a certain fixed way , for example , is that they don't

Europeans think that China's the next trendsetter?

know enough about it, because they don't have access to
certain texts or written materials. Catalogues are good , but

D. Elliott: The Venice Biennale was a complete

they are also disjointed. The important step that the Japan

disappointment in terms of what is going on in the discussion

Foundation should take now is to move on and think of

of Asian art , because it showed Asian art as if there were only

publishing a series or volumes of texts where people in Asia as

Chinese in the previous decade. I think the curation had

well as non-Asians can study about the evolution of

nothing to do with the art world. Maybe it was based on a

contemporary Asian art. This could lead to changes in

crude political decision that since China is waking up, in the

perceptions and even in curatorship .

last biennale of this millennium , they will put China in to signify
the new dawn of the future .

D. Elliott: It seems to me that the situation in Japan is that
there is a lot of criticism but not much theory. I think the

A. Tatehata : Mr. Elliott , you have introduced quite a number

difference between Australia and Japan is that in Australia ,

of contemporary Asian artists in Europe . How have the

there is a much more active level of theory about

response and the acceptance of Asian art in general been in

contemporary art in general. So their exhibition slots into this ,

Europe?

and work by different artists can also be taken out and born in
this theoretical framework . In Japan , part of our difficulty in

D. Elliott: I guess it has been fairly muted. There haven't

establishing a language to talk about art is the fact there is no

been so many exhibitions. I think the only exhibition that has

shared theoretical base whereby if we use a term we would

taken on the issue of Asianness has been "Cit ies on the

automatically know what it meant. For example , we have

Move" which has been traveling since 1997. There have been

various ideas about what the "inner others" means - a term

quite a lot of exhibitions of different countries such as China ,

which one Japanese speaker used in the conference. I can

Japan , and India but nothing really taking on the issue of Asia.

understand what that means in a poetic sense but , in a
theoretical sense , it absolutely has no meaning whatsoever.

A. Tatehata : What about the reception in the United States?
Dr. Poshyananda , what has your experience of curating shows

A. Tateha ta: I agree that we need to establish a common

in the States been?

language so we can share the ideas . But then again , we would
face the issue of hegemony in the language or who will contro l

A. Poshyananda: In America there has been this follow-up

that language. I think this same issue came up in the process

show for "Traditions/Tensions ," a show that I curated in 1996

of modernism in the West when the New York School

with the Asia Society in New York. The follow-up show titled

emerged. If Japan were to take charge in creating a common
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framework , we may experience a strong resistance from other

problems. Sometimes you have special exhibitions that have

Asian countries.

good attendance but other times you cannot fill the building
and the cost in maintenance adds up. In Southeast Asia , we

D. Elliott: The role of theory is not to establish a law or canon

should learn from the Japanese mistake and restrain ourselves

that things should be a certain way , but to create a forum for

from building giants. I think what we need in Asia are not so

discussion of different approaches. I think the point of having a

much these temples of the arts or these cubes , but art centers

theoretical base has nothing to do with hegemony. If the theory

with many lively contemporary activities that cross over

is inappropriate or inadequate , it can always be discussed and

between music, crafts and visual arts. These do not need to

revised. What we are talking about is art and it' s a big enough

have very big budgets . This is almost going back to the Asian

box so that many things can be put in it. Historically , we have

way when people visited temples or mosques. Art centers can

established different mindsets in which one puts things into

essentially be a place where people mix and become alive

different boxes , but we need to open up the discussion and

again.

examine this once again based on a common theoretical
framework. When we talk about contemporary art, we are

A. Tatehata: Establishing art centers is an idea for the future.

talking about contemporaneity , and within this

When we speak of museums , I wonder if there can be such a

contemporaneity , can be found traditional art and Western-

thing as an Asian museum. Or is the idea of a museum a

style art , and we need to be moving toward a direction that can

Western concept that cannot be redefined in Asian terms?
I remember during the Asia Center's symposium in 1997 ,

take all of these things in within the same discussion. There is
not really one separate discussion for traditional art and

"Asian Contemporary Art Reconsidered ," the art critic

another for contemporary art. There may be traditional artists

Nakahara Yusuke criticized the acquisition of a painted

who are innovative and should be seen alongside the best of

rickshaw from Bangladesh at the Fukuoka Art Museum.

what artists make in other fields. And of course there are

According to him, rickshaws are given life when running

others who create traditional work which is academic or dead

through the streets and not as a display in a museum.

and could only be fascinating from an anthropological point of

Vishakha Desai, director of the Gallery of Asia Society ,

view but not in terms of an organic and living aesthetic.

disagreed and mentioned how rickshaws can be an example of
good art and how it is a prejudice not to see them as collectible

A. Poshyananda:

items. I think this is a very delicate issue , and I cannot judge

So the discourse can also be breaking

these pigeonholes . Before we had "Asian art ," things were

one to be correct and the other to be wrong . What are your

very jumbled , and we fixed it by taking the Western discourse

opinions?

and creating our own pigeonholes and categorizing things into
visual art , fine art , low art and high art. So now , for instance ,

A. Poshyananda: First of all , let me ask how much in yen you

we may know in depth about visual art but nothing about

paid for that painting? Was it bought as a rickshaw or was it

music , yet this blending and crossing over should be

bought as an artwork? This is where the commodification of

encouraged more.

the object comes in. Now we are opening up the issue of who
was a craftsman , and when did the craftsman cross over the
border of becoming the artist. Did he know it?

Museums in Asia
A. Tatehata: I would like to now discuss the infrastructure that

supports the development of contemporary art in Asia. For

D. Elliott: The important part of the function of a museum is, of

some time , we have believed that we must build art museums

course , to collect and research . What you collect is part of the

for the sake of nurturing contemporary art. For example, we

vision and function of that museum. So, if it is a national

have seen a surge in the number of art museums in Japan in

museum , its function is to present some view of the nation,

the past twenty years. But this is not to say that contemporary

both through the work it has from the country in question , but

art has gained more support among the general public or that

also through the other things it collects that are attractive from

we have seen more talented artists in that twenty years time.

the outside. They have quite a specific cultural function in

Other Asian countries will probably follow the same path and

being a time capsule or a repository. Of course , this can lead

build more art museums , but after the experience in Japan I

to what is regarded as a deadening effect when, for example, a

feel that we are making a vain effort.

rickshaw is being taken out of its context and put into a
museum. The problem for the museum professional is how

A. Poshyananda:

keep that context in the museum-

In the case of museums in Southeast Asia ,

which has to be safe , have

I feel that the quantity and quality are far from the

fire exits , and other serious limitations-and

infrastructure in Japan. In any case , I agree that building a

ultimately a stimulating and exciting place to visit , rather than

cube is not enough. Museums are like temples of the arts , and

just a symbol.

just taking the concept of museums from the West will cause
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make the place

A. Poshyananda: The architect comes into it as well because

sometimes the architect' s ego dominates , and he thinks that
he is the artist and build s a sculpture that is dysfunctional.
D. Elliott: They have developed two kinds of museums over

the past twenty year s -the

museums that are built to function

according to their vision s and then those that are built to be an
event in and of themselves . The latter became the more
popular because they are there to attract the public from the
outward form of the building . The fact that it is an event means
that it becomes a kind of a pleasure park rather than a place
which is dedicated to the showing of art . There is nothing bad
about people enjoying themselves in this way but it is more a
matter of what is the most important thing : is it the function and
the vision of the museum , or is it just to get an audience
regardless because it' s news? Of course , if you choose the
latter you are not going to be news alway s, only news maybe
for five or ten years. And unless the core activity is strong , the
attraction is not going to stay . The goal is not to build
museums to compete with the West , but to realize a vision.
A. Tatehata: I agree. Thank you for your contributions today.

would like to further encourage in-depth discussion on this
topic in the future.

(Reco rded on August 22, 1999; first appeared in the Asia Center News,
No.13, October 1999, issued by the Japan Foundation Asia Center)
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Oil Paintings (1993). Lives in Beijing.

Seo Seongrok
Professor, Andong National University / Korea
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Born in Seoul, 1957. After studying painting at Hong-lk
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University , he studied aesthetics at the same university 's
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Ph.D. course until 1995. He specializes in Korean modern/contemporary art. The special exhibition of Korean con-
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bitions . He is the author of Contemporary Art of Korea
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(1994) and Issues of Contemporary Art (1995). Lives in
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Paulo Biennale (1996) are among his recently curated exhi-

Seoul.
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Art Critic / Indonesia
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of Fine Arts and Design, Bandung Institute of Technology ,
he started his career as an artist but eventually became a
prominent art critic. He has curated exhibitions such as "The
Mutation: Painstaking Realism in Indonesian Contemporary
Painting"(1997) and the inaugural exhibition of the National
Gallery in Indonesia (1999). He is also extensively involved
in international exhibitions including "Asian Modernism"

(1995) in Japan and the Asia-Pacific

Triennial

of

Contemporary Art in Australia. Lives in Jakarta.
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Ranjit Hoskote
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Art Critic / India
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contributes articles to the leading Indian newspaper, Times
of India, as assistant editor(currently works for The Hindu
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Born in Mumbai (Bombay), 1969. He obtained an M.A. in literature and aesthetics from the University of Bombay. He
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newspaper). As one of the emerging young critics , he has
curated exhibitions such as "Hinged by Light" (1994) and
"Private

Languages"

(1997). He is the translator of A

Terrorist of the Spirit (1992) and the author of Pilgrim, Exile,
Sorcerer: The Painterly Revolution of Jehangir Sabavala

(1998). Lives in Mumbai.
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Director , Moderna Museet , Stockholm / Sweden
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Born in Prestbury, England, 1949 . He obtained a B.A. in
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modern history from University of Durham and an M .A. in
history of art from Courtauld Institute of Art , University of
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for twenty years from 1976, and assumed his current posi-
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cern modern /contemporary art in non-Western countries
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including Japan , India, and China . He has lectured and pub-
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tion in 1996. His main interests and curated exhibitions con-

lished numerous books and catalogues relating to these
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areas. President of CIMAM . Lives in Stockholm.
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Senior Project Officer , Third Asia-Pacific Triennial of
Contemporary Art , Queensland Art Gallery / Australia
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Born in Brisbane. She completed her B.E. at Queensland
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University of Technology . She started her career as an art
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and theater educator , and has worked for the Asia-Pacific
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in 1993. She has traveled to various Asian countries , includ-
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ing India , Thailand , and Indonesia on research. Lives in

Triennial of Contemporary Art (APT) since its first exhibition

Brisbane.
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Born in Singapore , 1966. He obtained a B.A. from the

Curator, Singapore Art Museum / Singapore
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National University of Singapore. He has worked as one of
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the opening members of the Singapore Art Museum .
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Recent exhibitions curated /co-curated include "Imaging
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Selves" (1998) and "Trimurti & Ten Years After" (1998)
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which focus on issues such as multiculturalism and identi-
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ty. He has also worked as a member of the curatorial team
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for the "Nokia Singapore Art 1999." Lives in Singapore.
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Nakamura Hideki
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Professor, Nagoya Zokei University of Art and Design/ Japan
Born in Nagoya , 1940. He graduated from the Faculty of
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Literature at Nagoya University. Currently writes critiques on
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contemporary art while teaching at Nagoya Zokei University
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Triennale India in 1986 and 1991 , and Asian Art Biennale
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Bangladesh in 1986. He has taken part in organizing exhibitions at the Japan Foundation Asia Center including "New
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Art from Southeast Asia 1992 , " and has continued to be
concerned with Asian contemporary

art throughout the

1990s. He is the author of Hybrid Art No Tanja [The Birth of
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Hybrid Art] (1996). Lives in Nagoya.
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Miki Akiko
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Independent Curator/ Japan
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Born in Tokyo. She completed her B.A . in art history at
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Washington University , U.S.A. , and obtained an M.A. from
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Universite de Paris IV, Sorbonne, France. She took a
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research residency at the Visual Arts Department in ICA,
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the 46th Venice Biennale , " Immutability and Fashion:
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Art in the Midst of Changing

Surroundings" (1997), and the 1998 Taipei Biennale "Site
of Desire ." Lives in Paris.
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Independent Curator / Japan
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Born in Toky o, 1949 . He worked as an officer at the arts
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in many international exhibitions as an independent curator.
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Biennale "Site of Desire." He has also worked on public art
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Mizusawa Tsutomu
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Chief Curator , Museum of Modern Art, Kamakura / Japan
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the Museum of Modern Art, Kamakura in 1978. Although a
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specialist in modern and contemporary art in Japan and
Germany , he has taken part in the Asian Art Biennale
Bangladesh (1993, 1997) as the Japanese commissioner
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Born in Yokohama, 1952 . He obtained an M.A. from the
Faculty of Literature at Keio University , Japan . He joined
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projects such as "Shinjuku I-Land" (1995). He is the author
of From Art to the City (1997). Lives in Tokyo .
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He served as the Japanese commissioner for the Venice
Biennale in 1997 and the commissioner for the 1998 Taipei
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Faculty of Economics and Faculty of Literature at Keio
University . He currently works as an art critic and is involved
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department of the Japan Foundation after he graduated from

and the "Asian Modernism"

exhibition (1995) as guest

curator. He curated the highly-a cclaimed "MOBO, MOGA/
Modern Boy , Modern Girl : Japanese Modern Art 19101935 " exhibition in 1998. Lives in Yokohama.
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Independent Curator / Japan
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Born in Tokyo , 1953. After obtaining a B.A. from Tokyo
Metropolitan University , he traveled to northern Africa and
then studied museology at Ecole du Louvre in France. He
has previously worked at the Tokyo Metropolitan Teien Art
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Museum and the Contemporary Art Center , Art Tower Mito
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as artistic director. He currently works as an independent
curator and an art critic. His particular focus is on introducing contemporary artists from France , Asia , and Africa .
Curator of " Africa Africa" (1998) and "Paris in Creation"
(1999). Lives in Tokyo.
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Shioda Junichi
Chief Curator , Museum of Contemporary Art, Tokyo/ Japan
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Born in Tokyo , 1950. He obtained an M.A. from the Faculty
of Literature at Tohoku University. He has worked as curator at the Tochigi Prefectural Museum of Fine Arts, Setagaya
Art Museum, and assumed his current position in 1993. He
specializes in contemporary art . He has curated exhibitions
focusing on various regions such as "Art in Japan Today"
(1995) and "Art in Southeast Asia 1997: Glimpses into the
Future" (1997). He was the Japanese commissioner for the
1999 Venice Biennale . He is author to many publications in
the field of contemporary art. Lives in Tokyo .
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Tani Arata
Director , Utsunomiya Museum of Art / Japan
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Born in Nagano Prefecture, 1947. He graduated from Chiba
University. His career as art critic took off at the beginning
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Venice Biennale in 1982 and 1984. He was invited by the
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Japan Foundation Asia Center to do research on contem-
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porary art in Southeast Asia , and took part in curating
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"New Art from Southeast Asia 1992." He is the commis-
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sioner of the Asian region for the third Kwangju Biennale
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Ushiroshoji Masahiro
Chief Curator , Fukuoka Asian Art Museum / Japan
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(2000) . He is the author of The Contemporary
Southeast Asia (1993). Lives in Utsunomiya .
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Born in Kita-Kyushu , 1954. He graduated from Kyushu
University and became curator of the Fukuoka Art Museum in
1978, where he organized the past four exhibitions of "Asian
Art Show, Fukuoka." He has curated the "The Birth of Modern
Art in Southeast Asia: Artists and Movements"(1997). He has
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been the key figure in opening the Fukuoka Asian Art
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Museum in March 1999 and organizing its inaugural exhibi-
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c.'§',J&O)~~xt.J< tion , the First Fukuoka Asian Art Triennale . He has contributed many articles to exhibition catalogues and journals in
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the field of modern and contemporary Asian art. Lives in
Fukuoka.
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